
secretary of state and the cardinal
camerlengo .traditionally debarred by
their office, the foreign cardinals, the
cardinals oyer" 75 years old, the sick,
the diplomatic failures, the prelates
too peasant or too patrician, the good
workers not big enough tor papal

the cardinals who an
A members of religious' orders and s.w not likely to be considered.

The papabile, or possible popes
number six.

First, His Eminence Basilea Pom-pile- ,

cardinal vicar of Rome, in hu
56th year, a strong Character, wisi
and safe. :Noted for the square dea.
and a sharp critic of prelates prone
to intrigue. An intimate friend of the
pope.

Then, Cardinal Dominic Ferrata,
head of the holy office (inquisition)
and so known as "The Red Pope." A
man of wide learning and judgment.
His only handicap is a scandal which
occurred while fie' was nuncio at Paris
when a woman followed him from
Belgium claiming that he owed her
money. After several scenes she was
expelled by the police from FrancS,
the supposition being that she was
a blackmailing adventuress.

Third, Cardinal Baetano de Lai,
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aged 61, the greatest mind in the sa-
cred college, a prelate whose whole
mind centers-o-n the welfare of the
church. He is known in Rome as
the "working pope" and created with
beine the author of the euchylical

Kagainst modernism. Cardinal de Lai
is the papal authority on canon law,
a fact that will prove a handicap in
conclave as Roman cardinals, being
human, are wary of elevating a can-
onist to the throne.

The fifth papabile is said to be Car-
dinal Andres Ferrari, archbishop of
Milan, now in the prime of life (born
1850), created cardinal in 1894. Able
and clever, head of an enormous dio-
cese, one of the centers of industrial
Italy, Cardinal Ferrari is a liberal in
the American sense and is deeply con-
cerned with, the success of the labor
movement His handicap will be that,
some years ago, when a labor strike
threatened to assume the propor-
tions of a 'revolution, Archbishop
Keen (now U--S. A.) was frankly crit-
ical of the attitude of the archbishop.
It has since been known to the ed

that the. pope more than
once hauled this progressive prelate
over the coals.

But the majority vote as--, the most
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